The most cost-effective and reliable way to DRY WASH your biodiesel!

No more water washing with the BP-6 and BP-12 Biodiesel Purification Systems! The air operated, pumped, biodiesel purification system comes with all fittings to attach with ease to most biodiesel processors.

The BP-6 comes complete with a single, refillable purification tower and 2 kilograms of Amberlite BD10-Dry Ion Exchange resin; enough to purify approximately 1000 gallons of biodiesel. The BP-12 comes complete with two towers and 4 kilograms of Amberlite BD10-Dry.

Simply wheel the system to your processor, swap the lid with the supplied dry wash lid, turn on the system and walk away. About three hours later, the fuel is crystal clear, purified and ready to use. It’s that easy.

BP-6 System includes:
- Enclosed, wheeled cabinet
- Single Amberlite BD10Dry tower
- 2 kilograms Amberlite BD10Dry
- Air operated pump
- Air controls and regulator
- Dry wash lid and draw tube
- Hoses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP-6</th>
<th>$1,495</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BP-12 System includes:
- Enclosed, wheeled cabinet
- Two Amberlite BD10Dry towers
- 4 kilograms Amberlite BD10Dry
- Air operated pump
- Air controls and regulator
- Dry wash lid and draw tube
- Hoses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP-12</th>
<th>$1,895</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The BP-6 and BP-12 Biodiesel Purification Systems are the easiest and most efficient way to dry wash and purify your biodiesel to the highest standards utilizing a process used in most high quality commercial biodiesel plants worldwide.
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